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Achieving plans for
Transformation, Modernization
and Industrialization
Selina Rapulane & Anne Naidu
and VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal Professor Irene Moutlana and
Vice-Chancellor elect Professor Gordon Zide. Professor Moutlana
delivered the official welcoming address, followed by a presentation
of the SGSTP, the importance of its existence and its future expansion plans by Dr Joe; Executive Director of the Science Park. The
briefing by Dr Biki Pitso; Project Manager explained the background
of the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship. The Premier
elaborated on the purpose of his visit and stressed the important role
of the SGSTP in facilitating and building the economy in this part of
the Gauteng Province.

“The modernization of our
economy has to do with new
industries and innovation,”

Premier David Makhura says the Gauteng
Provincial government aims on strengthening
partnerships with key sectors, VUT SGSTP being
one of them.

The VUT Southern Gauteng Science and Technology Park (SGSTP)
was abuzz of activity on 18 May 2017 in great anticipation of the visit
of the Honourable Premiere of Gauteng; Mr David Makhura. He was
accompanied by a high profile delegation that included the MEC for
Economic Development: Mr Lebohang Maile and MEC for Finance;
Ms Barbra Greece.
After a round trip to the Vaal, the Premier visited industry such as
Arcelor Mittal South Africa, Div Foods; the Manufacturing Circle, DCD
Plastics, and finally the VUT Southern Gauteng Science and Technology Park in Sebokeng. After a full day of travelling around the
area, the last leg of his visit ended with a presentation and tour of the
SGSTP as it was centred on innovation and entrepreneurship. Since
taking up office in 2014, the Gauteng Provincial Government made it
clear that in order to achieve their plan for Transformation, Modernization and Reindustrialization of the Gauteng City Region, they will
have to strengthen partnerships with key sectors and in particular,
institutions of higher education as they are the key in producing the
right kind of skills needed to grow an inclusive economy.
On this backdrop, the visit formed part of Ntirhisano, which is the
Premier’s community outreach programme. The event began with
a luncheon meet and greet session of the Premier, his delegation
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In his speech he mentioned that “The modernization of our economy has to do with new industries and innovation. So a university
and The Science and Technology Park is looked upon as the driver.
Modernization won’t happen unless it is driven by research and development”, he said. He further explained that the SGSTP is located
in a region that requires industrialization. The reindustrialization of
Sedibeng and the Vaal cannot happen unless VUT positions itself at
the heart of reindustrialization.
In regard to Transformation, he said that VUT is the key imperative
driving force and that’s why it needs new players like entrepreneurs
and new business leaders to sustain and further develop the community, economy and the country.
Concluding the day’s function, was the presentation of gifts to the
delegates from Murray &Robert by Mrs Anne Naidu: Communications Practitioner. Professor G N Zide delivered the vote of thanks.
The Vaal University of Technology wishes to extend our heartfelt
thanks to the Premier for his kind generosity in that he has committed to ensuring that the future plans and expansion of the operations
of the SGSTP are materialized.

Vaal University of Technology is the key driving force in ensuring transformation takes place:
VUT SGSTP hosted Gauteng Premier David Makhura on his round trip to the Vaal.
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David Tlale

offers VUT students
opportunity to participate in
reality TV show
Puleng Maphisa
South Africa’s leader in style and fashion, David Tlale, visited the VUT
Fashion students on 18 May for an empowering motivational talk. He
also offered them an opportunity to participate in his upcoming reality show called “The intern by David Tlale” which will broadcast on
SABC 3 from 4 July.
David Tlale who was once a student and later became a lecturer at
VUT said the purpose of his show is to search for a young and talented fashion designer, who he’ll groom into becoming the next African
fashion design star. The winner will get a 1 year contract to work with
David Tlale as an assistant and R250 000 worth of equipment towards
establishing their own studio.
David Tlale said he came to VUT with his proposal because it’s always
good to start at home. As a brand, it’s been 15 years since he left
VUT, he has achieved a lot and acquired lot of experience which he
wants to share with future fashion designers.
During his talk, David mentioned that he’d like to see more VUT students make a success of themselves in the industry. Emphasising
on the fact that they need to work even harder and place VUT on the
map, as an alumni he wants to see more VUT alumni making their
mark in the industry. He said VUT fashion students are game changers, he further urged them to have passion and show it in their work,
and they shouldn’t just be better but excellent at what they do.

“In the fashion industry, as a designer you don’t work for yourself.
Each and every client you get is your boss, and as a student you
should start learning how to apply every method and technique that
is given to you by your lectures. Use this knowledge to your own
advantage,” he said.
He concluded by saying, “live a legacy, build a brand that can be a
force to be recognised within South Africa with products that are
made in South Africa in order to take up the challenge.”

For more information to take part in David’s reality show,
visit www.THEINTERN.co.za
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David Tlale shares industry tips, advice and words
of encouragement with VUT Fashion students
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BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH MAY AID IN
PREVENTION OF
AGRICULTURAL FOOD INSECURITY
Azande Ralephenya
Dr Louis Bengyella, a biotechnologist working at the VUT Faculty of
Applied and Computer Sciences, has published his first book titled,
‘Pathogenicity of Cochliobolus Species in Post Genomic era’.

Cochliobolus species are cross-kingdom pathogens that cause
life-threatening diseases in human and animals, and are devastating
to varieties of plant species infecting the root, stem, leaf, and tissue
head of crops such as sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), wheat (Triticum
aestivum), rice (Oryza sativa L.), maize (Zea mays) and potato (Solanum tuberosum L.).

The world’s population will
reach 9.1 billion in the
year 2050, 34 percent
higher than it is today.

Referencing devastating historical events such as the Bengal rice
famine of the 1940’s in Indian sub-continent that led to the death of
over 2 million people due to starvation. Also the Southern Corn Blight
epidemic of the 1970’s in the USA and the Northern spot-blight of
maize in the 90’s in China. Dr Bengyalla notes that all of these crop
disasters, had one thing in common, that is, Cochliobolus species
often adopt diverse strategies to colonize putative hosts.
According to ‘How to feed the world by 2050’, a report issued by the
Food Agricultural Organisation, the world’s population will reach 9.1
billion in the year 2050, 34 percent higher than it is today. This increase in population will particularly be seen in developing countries.
This also means that food production must increase proportionally.
However, an increase food production does not necessarily mean
there will be food security, as the agricultural industry is consistently
faced with harsh environmental challenges. This is where science
can assist in creating solutions.
The book aims to provide insights into the traits of Cochliobolus as
well providing clues that may aid in the management of Cochliobolus diseases in economic crops such as maize, sorghum, rice and
wheat. Cochliobolus species have devastating environmental effects,
and this book incorporates new insights gathered from the genomic
era and superimposes data to further unpack the pathogenicity that
impede global food security and health.

“This research is not only for myself, but for every single human
being that eats and breathes. It’s important to find out what the impact of the Cochliobolus fungus is, how these pathogens destroy our
crops, animal life, and how can we prevent this from happening in
Southern Africa,” he says.
Dr Bengyella says that his book is easy to read, understand and digest, although mainly targeted for lecturers, students and researchers, he is influenced by the motto, “Our past and our present is based
on our education, the future can be shaped base on what you read
and write.” He hopes that even non-academics will read and gain
insight from his writings. He wants people to educate themselves
through reading his work and the writings of others.

Figure 1. Colonization of potato leaf by Cochliobolus lunatus depicted
at the microscopic level.

About Dr Louis Bengyella:
From very humble beginnings Dr Louis Bengyella started his education in the English speaking part of Cameroon, what is now known
as the Southern Cameroon. After High school he studied at the University of Yaoundé I, Cameroon where he obtained his BSc, Honours
and MSc in Biochemistry majoring in phytopathology and phytobiochemistry.
Due to his exceptional academic performance he received a sponsorship from the World Academy of Sciences Fellowship (TWAS) to study
for his PhD in Biotechnology at the University of Burdwan India. With
this opportunity, he further studied the interaction of Cochliobolus
fungus, from what he says, little did he know, was the beginning
of a love story between Cochliobolus and the Solanum tuberosum
L (potato). Dr Bengyella was the very first person to discover that
Cochliobolus lunatus effector weaponries in secretome carries
CL[XXXX]LHM – motif during interaction with potato. He has published peer-reviewed papers in over 27 reputable journals and has
been serving as an editorial board member for Springer, Elsevier,
Science alert and Academic publishers.
In 2014 he joined WITS University’s School of Cell and Molecular Biology for his post-doctoral studies and Senior Lecturer in the University of Health and Allied Sciences, Ghana in 2016
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COUNSELLOR OFFERS
ASSISTANCE TO WOMEN FIGHTING

“GIANTS”

Qhawekazi Memani
Rosemary Dippenaar, an Executive Administrator in the Deputy
Vice-Chancellor’s (DVC) Office is offering her services as a counsellor
to vulnerable women at VUT.
Ms Dippenaar, who holds a degree in counselling and prophetic worship, was ordained as a pastor and counsellor in 2014 at the Team
Impact University in United States of America.
Her main goal is to assist individuals and enrich their lives through
worship. She offers spiritual advice and specialises in assisting ladies who have personal problems and who need guidance.
“I started studying Theology for self-enrichment at first. But being
a prophetic dance leader at that stage, I accompanied our pastor’s
wife on several women’s conferences around the country and I saw
the hurt that women live with daily. The need they have to just chill
out in the presence of our Father.

“I was astonished to see [at the conferences] that the woman who
arrives on a Friday and the woman who leaves for home on a Sunday
are two different people! Her whole demeanour changed as she had
the weekend to sit at the feet of her Saviour, without interruptions,
and was able to leave her burdens at the cross.
“That triggered me to obtain more knowledge to assist other women on their journey to healing after they return back to their ’world’.

Ms Rosemary Dippenaar, Executive Administrator in the
DVCS’ office Academic and Research

“I have compassion for people who are caught up in battles with
their ‘giants’ with no assistance in this cruel and unforgiving world
- especially women,” she added
Ms Dippenaar can be contacted on 071 247 2180 or
emailed at rosedippenaar4@gmail.com

Dr Harry Chiririwa

MAKING HUGE CAREER STRIDES, PLACING VUT ON THE MAP
Puleng Maphisa
Dr Harry Chiririwa, a post-doctoral fellow at VUT in the Department
of Chemistry, has been appointed to the Editorial Board of the Science Research Association. The international body, which publishes
academic journals, was so impressed with the papers that Dr Chiririwa continually submits for publication that they selected him to join
them.

“It is a very exciting opportunity. To be appointed shows that researchers, especially my peers, appreciate my work. It is actually
good for VUT too as I will not be representing myself only but also
representing VUT and putting it out there on a map,” he said.
Dr Chiririwa graduated with a PhD in Synthetic Organometallic
Chemistry from the University of Cape Town. He joined the Research
Centre for Synthesis and Catalysis at the University of Johannesburg in January 2011 before moving to the Department of Chemical
Engineering at the same institution in 2013. In 2015 he joined the
Vaal University of Technology after a stint at the National University
of Science & Technology in Zimbabwe as a Lecturer. He also serves
on the Scientific Board of Civil & Environmental Engineers (International Journal of Research in Chemical, Metallurgical and Civil Engineering (IJRCMCE) and is also a Committee member of the Scientific
and Technical Committee & Editorial Review Board on Civil and Environmental Engineering (World Academy of Science, Engineering and
Technology) WASET. He was also recently appointed to serve as an
Advisory Committee Member of the Functional Nanomaterials Centre of the Department of Chemical and Process Systems Engineering, Harare Institute of Technology in Zimbabwe.
His research work entails development of new methodologies for
the synthesis of organometallic complexes and their applications in
both medicine and catalysis and main interest is on utilizing and developing inorganic chemistry as a tool to answer questions arising
in biomedical and biological disciplines. Most recently he has been
involved in wastewater treatment and characterization and synthesis of nanoparticles as potential candidates for a wide range of uses
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Dr Harry Chiririwa is passionate about what he does.

in the chemical industry. “VUT has vast resources and tremendous
support particularly from the Research Office and students must
explore all opportunities available to them and pursue postgraduate studies,” he said in a bid to encourage students to study further
and write journal articles.
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GROWING TECHNOLOGY FOR
FUTURE ENERGY DEMANDS
Selina Rapulane

Mr Robert Malatsi: Project Manager; Mr Hanyani Makhuvele: Btech student in Mechnical Engineering; Mr Kabelo Mamadisa: Btech student in
Mechnical Engineering; Mr Tshepo Mahanuke: Reverse Engineering Specialist; Mr Heinrich van der Merwe: Operations Manager;
Mr Robert MacPherson: Mechanical Technician; Ms Vhukhudo Matidza: Btech student in Mechnical Engineering and
Ms Tintswalo Mabuza: Mechanical Technician
The Vaal University of Technology Southern Gauteng Science and
Technology Park (VUT SGSTP) attended the CSIR International Convention Centre for the feedback session for BTech students participating in the Skills for Green Jobs (S4GJ) project.
This project came about when VUT and VUT Science Park, in collaboration with Pegasus Consulting and Danone SA, worked on a Skills
for Green Jobs project to reduce the energy demands of Danone SA’s
milk processing plant. In March 2016, a group of identified professionals from VUT and Pegasus went to Germany on an energy saving
fact-finding mission. The candidates selected had to identify potential experts to transfer skills and technology to the project and implement or extend training programmes for BTech and MTech students.
The findings gathered on the tour were shared at the feedback session held at the VUT Science Park for staff, public partners and
funders in April.
This platform served to make industry, academics and organisations aware of the expertise and skills that the students have gained
through their projects. It also served as a platform for the S4GJ team
to give progress on the project and afford the S4GJ students the opportunity to present their work and stand a chance to acquire further
training in Germany.
Opening and welcome messages were given by Mr Ashley Bhugwandin: Manager of the Technology Localisation Implementation Unit,
followed by Mrs Adrie El Mohamadi: Technology Advisor in Organisation Development and Project Leader in S4GJ Project who shared the
S4GJ capacity-building background and also gave an explanation of
the overall scoring criteria for grading participants.

The VUT SGSTP team: Mr Heinrich van der Merwe: Operations Manager, Mr Tshepo Mahanuke: Reverse Engineering Specialist, Ms Tintswalo Mabuza: Mechanical Technician and Mr Robert MacPherson:
Mechanical Technician shared with the audience the future plans for
the knowledge acquired through this project and the integration of
this knowhow into the VUT Science Park operational function.
The students had the opportunity to present their individual assignments on the components that make up the Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) system after the VUT SGSTP team had shared their
future plans. The three students, who were busy with their BTechs
in Mechanical Engineering last year, presented in this order: Mr Kabelo Mamadisa, whose presentation focused on the dual fuel engine
in a CHP system and its importance for economic viability, showed
exceptional enthusiasm. He was followed by Ms Vhukhudo Matidza,
whose presentation focused on the design and modelling of heat exchangers, was described as technically capable and inquisitive. Last,
but not least, was Mr Hanyani Makhuvele presenting on waste heat
recovery and heat exchange design; he was found to be well prepared
and able to analyse complex technical situations.
After their presentations, a mid-morning refreshment was served
while final scores were tallied. Students were a bundle of nerves as
they awaited the announcement of the “two best students” to travel to Germany in May. To everyone’s surprise all the students who
presented were announced winners of the trip because of their hard
work and very close scores.
Following the moment of excitement and gratitude, students were
awarded participation and recognition certificates.

RESEARCHERS MOTIVATE STUDENTS TO FOLLOW SUIT AND
BECOME SUCCESSFUL
Puleng Maphisa
Getting to Know Your Researcher is a presentation programme that
started last year to motivate research students. The programme was
specifically designed for 3rd years, B-Tech and postgraduate students
in order to partner with, and invite different qualified researchers.
The programme took place in March at the Gold Fields library training
room for motivation and encouraging researchers to become productive in their fields.
The Academic researcher who was invited for the day was Dr Naser
Feto, who is a Vaal University of Technology senior lecturer and leader
of OMICS Research Group and Facility from the Department of Biotechnology, Faculty of Applied and Computer Science.
Dr Feto explained that OMICS was developed from the word Metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics which
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was designed for research students. He took students through the
journey of academic research and further encourage them to use education as a powerful tool that can advance them to be the leaders of
tomorrow.
He said that students spend more time on social media. According to
research done, it is said that close to 58% of smartphone users cannot
go an hour without checking their phones. “As a student you should
learn to schedule your time, need to have a quality time to progress
and be discipline to your plans. Need to sit down and do a monthly or
year plan in order to manage your time correctly.”
He further stated that in order to achieve, students need to follow
these key elements to success: discipline, honesty and commitment
while studying.
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What is your learning style?
By Zandie Shabangu
Intern Educational Psychologist
s22001787@yahoo.com
Which learning style do you use? There are different learning styles
and it is important to know which learning style you use, that can help
you to adjust everything you do to fit your learning needs, knowing it
can also help reduce test anxiety.
There are three learning styles that are often used, these are; Auditory learning style, Visual learning style and the Tactile/ Kinaesthetic
style (a learning style in which learning takes place by the students
carrying out physical activities, rather than listening to a lecture or
watching demonstrations). Auditory learners are those who learn
best by participating in discussions, listening to your lecturer or
teacher, so in essence they learn by hearing things. It would probably
be difficult for an auditory learner to remember something they only
read on a piece of paper, they have to hear it being said by someone
to retain it
The people who learn by seeing are called visual learners, they learn
best if information is presented to them in a visual format, for example - written language, pictures, diagrams or videos. They usually
make comprehensive notes in class. These kinds of learners need
to create diagrams and use pictures that help them to understand
concepts. Does that sound like you? If not then you could be a tactile or kinaesthetic learner, you are hands-on when it comes to your
learning experience. You like to physically participate in the learning
process, for instance if you are learning about how to bake a cake
you will not be satisfied with just reading the instructions, you’d want
the instructor to go through the practical process with you. You feel
the need to touch something for your learning experience to be complete. Having talked about the different learning styles it is wise for
one to also develop the other learning styles so that you can be able
to function effectively in different situations.
Most people panic when they need to write a test or an exam, I used
to be one of them and this is called test anxiety. How do you know
when you are suffering from test anxiety and how can you deal with
it? Firstly to reduce your chances of having test anxiety you need to
prepare in advance for the test or exam that would include knowledge about your learning style. It is also beneficial to experience a
minimal amount of anxiety before a test situation because it can help
you to perform better. Too much anxiety interferes with your ability to
study, learn, remember things and perform well.
The following are characteristics of test anxiety; you can go through
them to check if you have suffered from test anxiety.
•
		

You don’t believe you will pass no matter how hard you have
studied

•

You experience difficulty sitting down to study

•

While studying you are easily distracted

•
		
		

When writing the test or exam you feel uncomfortable, your
stomach is upset, you have a headache, sweaty palms,
struggle to breath and your muscles get tense.

•
		

You experience difficulty in understanding directions and
questions presented

•

Your thoughts are disorganised

•

You forget what you studied

•

You lose focus

•
		

You receive lower marks than you do in your assignment or
class work

•
		

After the test or exam is over you remember all the
information you were not able to recall when you needed to

To reduce test anxiety you need to prepare well for the test until you
feel confident that you will give a good performance and while preparing you need to have a positive attitude, your focus should be on
passing. If you don’t have a positive attitude you fail before you even
write anything. You need to learn to RELAX, take deep breaths if you
feel the anxiety coming over you. Getting enough sleep the previous
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night also reduces anxiety and in the morning eat a small healthy
breakfast to keep your energy levels high. When it’s exam time, use
all the time allocated to write the exam, do not rush to finish. If you
find a test difficult turn your focus to those questions you know and
understand, do not panic this will not only help bring your confidence
levels up but it will also make you relax. Once the test results come
back and you are not happy with your performance then use that as a
learning experience don’t get depressed and discouraged. Remember to give yourself enough time to prepare and to try and relax while
writing the exam.

Please feel free to send me any comments or topic suggestions to
the abovementioned email address I will greatly appreciate it.
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APPEAL TO STUDENTS
TO STOP VANDALISING
THE LIFTS

Qhawekazi Memani

On 17 March the Social Justice and Transformation Unit hosted a
Vandalism of Lifts Awareness Campaign at the VUT Sun City under
the theme “the only disability is a bad attitude”.
The objective of the campaign was to raise awareness about what
disability is and highlight that disability is something the university
is serious about. “Students living without a disability should carefully
examine how they relate to people living with a disability. It has come
to management’s and the Social Justice and transformation Unit’s
attention that the lifts get vandalized and it looks as though this is
done intentionally as every beginning of each week they will be found
not working. This denies these students of their basic right to education, access to laboratories and classes making it impossible for
them to arrive and to be on time for their classes. The lifts on campus are intended for students living with disabilities”, stressed Minky
Kaeane; Manager Social Justice and Transformation Unit.
Mr George Mvalo; Director Social Justice and transformation appealed to students that they must be on the lookout for these students and assist them. They need to be in an environment that is convenient and that allows them to move freely without any hindrances.

Sport Section
RUNNING FOR SUCCESS
Qhawekazi Memani
Born in Frankfortin the Free State where people have passion for athletics Puseletso Mofokeng is a Sports Management first year student
who grew up with passion for running, inspired by those ahead of
him. He has recently participated in a number of athletics meetings
in preparation for the varsity cup and athlete’s meetings locally and
internationally.
He is celebrating victory on 6 competitions he has won thus far. His
most recent victory is the Vaal Mall night race he participated on 15
March and took first place.

‘’I am not impressed with my performances as yet and will push and
train more to make sure that I beat the time I have targeted for”,
said Puseletso
He still has many meetings coming up of which he is enthusiastically
waiting upon.

Passion for running:
Puseletso Mofokeng is a student with a love for athletics
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Africa Day
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